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giulio douhet is generally considered the world s most important air power theorist and this book offers the first comprehensive account of his air power concepts it ranges from 1884 when an air service was first
implemented within the italian military to the outbreak of the second world war and explores the evolution and dissemination of douhet s ideas in an international context it examines the impact of the libyan war the first
world war and ethiopian war on the development of italian air power strategy it also addresses the issue of douhet s advocacy of strategic bombing exploring why it was that douhet became an advocate of city bombing the
meaning and the limits of his core concept of command of the air and the mutual impact of air power military and naval thought it also takes into account alternatives to douhetism such as the theories developed by amedeo
mecozzi and others an incisive account of how mussolini pioneered populism in reaction to hitler s rise and thereby reinforced his role as a model for later authoritarian leaders on the tenth anniversary of his rise to power
in 1932 benito mussolini 1883 1945 seemed to many the good dictator he was the first totalitarian and the first fascist in modern europe but a year later hitler s entrance onto the political stage signaled a german takeover
of the fascist ideology in this definitive account eminent historian r j b bosworth charts mussolini s leadership in reaction to hitler bosworth shows how italy s decline in ideological pre eminence as well as in military and
diplomatic power led mussolini to pursue a more populist approach angry and bellicose words at home violent aggression abroad and a more extreme emphasis on charisma in his embittered efforts to bolster an increasingly
hollow and ruthless regime it was mussolini rather than hitler who offered the model for all subsequent authoritarians this publication offers a critical survey of religious change and its causes in 18th century europe
focusing on the enlightenment in italy france and england the text illustrates how the canonical view of 18th century religious change has in reality been constructed upon scant evidence and assumption this book
investigates the relationship between the ideas of nation and race among the nationalist intelligentsia of the italian risorgimento and argues that ideas of race played a considerable role in defining italian national identity
the author argues that the racialization of the italians dates back to the early napoleonic age and that naturalistic racialism or race thinking based on the taxonomies of the natural history of man emerged well before the
traditionally presumed date of the late 1860s and the advent of positivist anthropology the book draws upon a wide number of sources including the work of vincenzo cuoco giuseppe micali adriano balbi alessanro manzoni
giandomenico romagnosi cesare balbo vincenzo gioberti and carlo cattaneo themes explored include links to antiquity on the italian peninsula archaeology and race thinking reprint of the original first published in 1856
emblems pictorial designs with accompanying mottoes and epigrams helped to shape virtually every form of verbal and visual communication in the west during the sixteenth and seventh centuries a recent re awakening of
scholarly interest in the emblem has brought to light the difficulty of locating and consulting the unorganized mass of available material recognizing the need for a large scale systematic index to the emblem the editor
organized a symposium at mcgill university to discuss the possibilities of preparing such an index the resulting papers by six symposium participants barbara becker cantarino peter m daly peter erb g richard dimler lorelei
robins and alan young contribute to our knowledge of the emblems of peacham and corrozet the dutch love emblems the jesuit emblem and emblems used in books of mediation the essays also discuss the problems and
procedures involved in preparing an index emblematicus a work which would serve scholars working in the fields of literature art culture religion history and the languages the volume is richly illustrated with over forty
emblem reproductions the printed and the built explores the intricate relationship between architecture and printed media in the fast changing nineteenth century publication history is a rapidly expanding scholarly field
which has profoundly influenced architectural history in recent years yet while groundbreaking work has been done on architecture and printing in the renaissance the enlightenment and the twentieth century the
nineteenth century has received little attention this is the omission that the printed and the built seeks to address thus filling a significant gap in the understanding of architecture s cultural history lavishly illustrated with
colourful and eclectic visual material from panoramas to printed ephemera adverts penny magazines early photography and even crime reportage the printed and the built consists of five in depth thematic essays
accompanied by 25 short pieces each examining a particular printed form altogether they illustrate how new genres communicated architecture to a mass audience setting the stage for the modern architectural era 20
chapters by qualified and distinguished scholars offer a new and original view of the state of milan from the mid 14th to the late 17th century with themes ranging from society to politics music to literature the history of art
to law the church to the economy the retirement series documents jefferson s written legacy between his return to private life on 4 march 1809 and his death on 4 july 1826 during this period jefferson founded the university
of virginia and sold his extraordinary library to the nation but his greatest legacy from these years is the astonishing depth and breadth of his correspondence with statesmen inventors scientists philosophers and ordinary
citizens on topics spanning virtually every field of human endeavor from publisher description this study places terrorist acts in europe in their historical perspective by examining terrorist and anarchist movements in late
nineteenth century europe the political and legal aspects of modern terrorism are discussed in detail and the themes and variation in political terrorism are examined fully in addition selected case studies of contemporary
terrorist movements are considered in the context of the political tradition of the particular country a comprehensive picture of european terrorism in its historical and more contemporary ideological and political aspects
emerges from this work compared to armies and navies which have existed as professional fighting services for centuries the technology that makes air forces possible is much newer as a result these services have had to
quickly develop methods of preparing aviators to operate in conditions ranging from peace or routine security to full scale war the first book to address the history and scope of air power professionalization through learning
programs educating air forces offers valuable new insight into strategy and tactics worldwide here a group of international experts examine the philosophies policies and practices of air service educational efforts in the
united states france italy germany australia canada and the uk the contributors discuss the founding successes and failures of european air force learning programs between the great war and world war ii and explore how
the tense cold war political climate influenced the creation curriculum and results of various programs they also consider how educational programs are adapting to soldiers needs and the demands of modern warfare
featuring contributions from eminent scholars in the field this volume surveys the learning approaches globally employed by air forces in the past century and evaluates their effectiveness educating air forces reveals how
experiential learning and formal education are not only inextricably intertwined but also necessary to cope with advances in modern warfare first published in 1988 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company one of the most fierce and wide ranging debates in historical circles during the last twenty years has concerned the theory that throughout europe the seventeenth century was a period of crisis so pervasive
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significant and intense that it could be labelled a general crisis a number of articles stimulated by the debate were collected and published in a book entitled crisis in europe edited by trevor aston this volume takes the still
acrimonious debate up to the present day the editors have collected together ten important subsequent essays concerning the social economic and political crises which affected not only europe but also asia in the mid
seventeenth century all the pieces are essential reading for a clear understanding of the period this new edition of the general crisis of the seventeenth century contains fresh research new perspectives and completely
updated bibliographies and index barnett traces the christian critique of the church and its history in protestant english and catholic italian thought from the reformation to the enlightenment more than one hundred and
fifty years of bitter polemic between the two great confessions and their religious dissidents produced an unprecedented comparative historical and sociological anticlericalism in the last decades of the seventeenth century
english dissenting thought was pregnant with a devastating critique of the church which came to be termed the deist view of church history by 1700 the cornerstone of high enlightenment anticlerical thought was in ascent
christian giudice s occult imperium explores italian national forms of occultism chiefly analyzing arturo reghini 1878 1946 his copious writings and roman traditionalism trained as a mathematician at the prestigious
university of pisa reghini was one of the three giants of occult and esoteric thought in italy alongside his colleagues julius evola 1898 1974 and giulian kremmerz 1861 1930 using reghini s articles books and letters as a
guide giudice explores the interaction between occultism traditionalism and different facets of modernity in early twentieth century italy the book takes into consideration many factors particular to the italian peninsula the
ties with avant garde movements such as the florentine scapigliatura and futurism the occult vogues typical to italy the rise to power of benito mussolini and fascism and lastly the power of the holy see over different
expressions of spirituality occult imperium explores the convergence of new forms of spirituality in early twentieth century italy this wide ranging theme takes braudel s concept of the mediterranean as its starting point
braudel s vision of an enclosed sea as a geographical opportunity for economic integration between nations with different religions languages and ethnicities and political bodies still functions as a model for studies on a
wide range of contexts the goal of the 50th study week was to go beyond the study of individual systems in isolation and to combine instead different analysis of open and enclosed seas or coastal areas in order to
understand the integration role played by maritime connections in europe since in pre industrial civilizations water transport was easier than land transport the time has come to bring attention to the way these relationship
networks operated both on a european level and with asian and north african trade partners this volume starts from the great research traditions which have however rarely been integrated on a larger and continental scale
and analyses them on either a regional or thematic basis immanuel wallerstein has developed braudel s concept by conceptualising its intercultural and transnational dimensions and its role in the system of labour he called
it a world system not because it involves the whole world but because it is larger than any legally defined political unit and it is a world economy because the base link between the different parts of the system has an
economic nature the various regional research aspects and traditions have been linked together in a coherent approach which aims at evaluating what geographical nautical technical economic legal social and cultural
elements influenced the emergence of the various regional networks and how these worked the nature and role of seaports as nodal points of sea routes and of their hinterland through rivers canals and roads the
commercial and personal ties between merchants and shipowners in various ports how regional networks connected with each other and how over time they ended up integrating into larger units how private networks
initially between merchant and seafarer organizations ended up dealing with local authorities and after their growth with states and empires in order to protect their interests
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Bombing the People
2013-08-14

giulio douhet is generally considered the world s most important air power theorist and this book offers the first comprehensive account of his air power concepts it ranges from 1884 when an air service was first
implemented within the italian military to the outbreak of the second world war and explores the evolution and dissemination of douhet s ideas in an international context it examines the impact of the libyan war the first
world war and ethiopian war on the development of italian air power strategy it also addresses the issue of douhet s advocacy of strategic bombing exploring why it was that douhet became an advocate of city bombing the
meaning and the limits of his core concept of command of the air and the mutual impact of air power military and naval thought it also takes into account alternatives to douhetism such as the theories developed by amedeo
mecozzi and others

Mussolini and the Eclipse of Italian Fascism
2021-04-27

an incisive account of how mussolini pioneered populism in reaction to hitler s rise and thereby reinforced his role as a model for later authoritarian leaders on the tenth anniversary of his rise to power in 1932 benito
mussolini 1883 1945 seemed to many the good dictator he was the first totalitarian and the first fascist in modern europe but a year later hitler s entrance onto the political stage signaled a german takeover of the fascist
ideology in this definitive account eminent historian r j b bosworth charts mussolini s leadership in reaction to hitler bosworth shows how italy s decline in ideological pre eminence as well as in military and diplomatic
power led mussolini to pursue a more populist approach angry and bellicose words at home violent aggression abroad and a more extreme emphasis on charisma in his embittered efforts to bolster an increasingly hollow
and ruthless regime it was mussolini rather than hitler who offered the model for all subsequent authoritarians

Catalogue des principaux historiens, avec des remarques critiques sur la bonté de leurs ouvrages & sur le choix des meilleures édition.
[By N. Lenglet du Fresnoy.] Nouvelle édition ... revuë & augmentée de plusieurs livres & remarques, par J. B. Mencke
1714

this publication offers a critical survey of religious change and its causes in 18th century europe focusing on the enlightenment in italy france and england the text illustrates how the canonical view of 18th century religious
change has in reality been constructed upon scant evidence and assumption

British Museum Catalogue of printed Books
1892

this book investigates the relationship between the ideas of nation and race among the nationalist intelligentsia of the italian risorgimento and argues that ideas of race played a considerable role in defining italian national
identity the author argues that the racialization of the italians dates back to the early napoleonic age and that naturalistic racialism or race thinking based on the taxonomies of the natural history of man emerged well
before the traditionally presumed date of the late 1860s and the advent of positivist anthropology the book draws upon a wide number of sources including the work of vincenzo cuoco giuseppe micali adriano balbi alessanro
manzoni giandomenico romagnosi cesare balbo vincenzo gioberti and carlo cattaneo themes explored include links to antiquity on the italian peninsula archaeology and race thinking

The Enlightenment and Religion
2003

reprint of the original first published in 1856
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emblems pictorial designs with accompanying mottoes and epigrams helped to shape virtually every form of verbal and visual communication in the west during the sixteenth and seventh centuries a recent re awakening of
scholarly interest in the emblem has brought to light the difficulty of locating and consulting the unorganized mass of available material recognizing the need for a large scale systematic index to the emblem the editor
organized a symposium at mcgill university to discuss the possibilities of preparing such an index the resulting papers by six symposium participants barbara becker cantarino peter m daly peter erb g richard dimler lorelei
robins and alan young contribute to our knowledge of the emblems of peacham and corrozet the dutch love emblems the jesuit emblem and emblems used in books of mediation the essays also discuss the problems and
procedures involved in preparing an index emblematicus a work which would serve scholars working in the fields of literature art culture religion history and the languages the volume is richly illustrated with over forty
emblem reproductions

CATALOGUE OF WORKS ON THE FINE ARTS
1869

the printed and the built explores the intricate relationship between architecture and printed media in the fast changing nineteenth century publication history is a rapidly expanding scholarly field which has profoundly
influenced architectural history in recent years yet while groundbreaking work has been done on architecture and printing in the renaissance the enlightenment and the twentieth century the nineteenth century has
received little attention this is the omission that the printed and the built seeks to address thus filling a significant gap in the understanding of architecture s cultural history lavishly illustrated with colourful and eclectic
visual material from panoramas to printed ephemera adverts penny magazines early photography and even crime reportage the printed and the built consists of five in depth thematic essays accompanied by 25 short pieces
each examining a particular printed form altogether they illustrate how new genres communicated architecture to a mass audience setting the stage for the modern architectural era

Catalogue of the Library of Congress
1864

20 chapters by qualified and distinguished scholars offer a new and original view of the state of milan from the mid 14th to the late 17th century with themes ranging from society to politics music to literature the history of
art to law the church to the economy

Alphabetical Catalogue of the Library of Congress
1864

the retirement series documents jefferson s written legacy between his return to private life on 4 march 1809 and his death on 4 july 1826 during this period jefferson founded the university of virginia and sold his
extraordinary library to the nation but his greatest legacy from these years is the astonishing depth and breadth of his correspondence with statesmen inventors scientists philosophers and ordinary citizens on topics
spanning virtually every field of human endeavor from publisher description

Il Dominio Romano in Grecia Dalla Guerra Acaica Ad Augusto
1946

this study places terrorist acts in europe in their historical perspective by examining terrorist and anarchist movements in late nineteenth century europe the political and legal aspects of modern terrorism are discussed in
detail and the themes and variation in political terrorism are examined fully in addition selected case studies of contemporary terrorist movements are considered in the context of the political tradition of the particular
country a comprehensive picture of european terrorism in its historical and more contemporary ideological and political aspects emerges from this work
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compared to armies and navies which have existed as professional fighting services for centuries the technology that makes air forces possible is much newer as a result these services have had to quickly develop methods
of preparing aviators to operate in conditions ranging from peace or routine security to full scale war the first book to address the history and scope of air power professionalization through learning programs educating air
forces offers valuable new insight into strategy and tactics worldwide here a group of international experts examine the philosophies policies and practices of air service educational efforts in the united states france italy
germany australia canada and the uk the contributors discuss the founding successes and failures of european air force learning programs between the great war and world war ii and explore how the tense cold war
political climate influenced the creation curriculum and results of various programs they also consider how educational programs are adapting to soldiers needs and the demands of modern warfare featuring contributions
from eminent scholars in the field this volume surveys the learning approaches globally employed by air forces in the past century and evaluates their effectiveness educating air forces reveals how experiential learning and
formal education are not only inextricably intertwined but also necessary to cope with advances in modern warfare

Catalogue Or Alphabetical Index of the Astor Library
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first published in 1988 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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one of the most fierce and wide ranging debates in historical circles during the last twenty years has concerned the theory that throughout europe the seventeenth century was a period of crisis so pervasive significant and
intense that it could be labelled a general crisis a number of articles stimulated by the debate were collected and published in a book entitled crisis in europe edited by trevor aston this volume takes the still acrimonious
debate up to the present day the editors have collected together ten important subsequent essays concerning the social economic and political crises which affected not only europe but also asia in the mid seventeenth
century all the pieces are essential reading for a clear understanding of the period this new edition of the general crisis of the seventeenth century contains fresh research new perspectives and completely updated
bibliographies and index

Catalogue Or Alphabetical Index of the Astor Library
1859

barnett traces the christian critique of the church and its history in protestant english and catholic italian thought from the reformation to the enlightenment more than one hundred and fifty years of bitter polemic between
the two great confessions and their religious dissidents produced an unprecedented comparative historical and sociological anticlericalism in the last decades of the seventeenth century english dissenting thought was
pregnant with a devastating critique of the church which came to be termed the deist view of church history by 1700 the cornerstone of high enlightenment anticlerical thought was in ascent
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christian giudice s occult imperium explores italian national forms of occultism chiefly analyzing arturo reghini 1878 1946 his copious writings and roman traditionalism trained as a mathematician at the prestigious
university of pisa reghini was one of the three giants of occult and esoteric thought in italy alongside his colleagues julius evola 1898 1974 and giulian kremmerz 1861 1930 using reghini s articles books and letters as a
guide giudice explores the interaction between occultism traditionalism and different facets of modernity in early twentieth century italy the book takes into consideration many factors particular to the italian peninsula the
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ties with avant garde movements such as the florentine scapigliatura and futurism the occult vogues typical to italy the rise to power of benito mussolini and fascism and lastly the power of the holy see over different
expressions of spirituality occult imperium explores the convergence of new forms of spirituality in early twentieth century italy

The Carpenter's New Guide; Being a Complete Book of Lines for Carpentry and Joinery ... Exemplified on ... Copper-plates ...
1819

this wide ranging theme takes braudel s concept of the mediterranean as its starting point braudel s vision of an enclosed sea as a geographical opportunity for economic integration between nations with different religions
languages and ethnicities and political bodies still functions as a model for studies on a wide range of contexts the goal of the 50th study week was to go beyond the study of individual systems in isolation and to combine
instead different analysis of open and enclosed seas or coastal areas in order to understand the integration role played by maritime connections in europe since in pre industrial civilizations water transport was easier than
land transport the time has come to bring attention to the way these relationship networks operated both on a european level and with asian and north african trade partners this volume starts from the great research
traditions which have however rarely been integrated on a larger and continental scale and analyses them on either a regional or thematic basis immanuel wallerstein has developed braudel s concept by conceptualising its
intercultural and transnational dimensions and its role in the system of labour he called it a world system not because it involves the whole world but because it is larger than any legally defined political unit and it is a world
economy because the base link between the different parts of the system has an economic nature the various regional research aspects and traditions have been linked together in a coherent approach which aims at
evaluating what geographical nautical technical economic legal social and cultural elements influenced the emergence of the various regional networks and how these worked the nature and role of seaports as nodal points
of sea routes and of their hinterland through rivers canals and roads the commercial and personal ties between merchants and shipowners in various ports how regional networks connected with each other and how over
time they ended up integrating into larger units how private networks initially between merchant and seafarer organizations ended up dealing with local authorities and after their growth with states and empires in order to
protect their interests
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Catalogue on the Very Extensive and Valuable Library of the Late Reverend Dr. Wellesley
1866
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A Companion to Late Medieval and Early Modern Milan
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Educating Air Forces
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The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century
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